
 
 

ESTATE PLANNING AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES 

There are many things that one is sure of in life and, as the suns rises each day, we know that 

death and taxes are occurrences that, while we can prepare for them if we are lucky, we cannot 

avoid. 

Different types of assets have emerged and evolved over the years. Who remembers the first 

computers, or even a time before computers? A time before the “I owe you” notes, or the first 

payment by cheques (or really, a scribbling on a piece of paper to take to a bank and they will 

give you cash, hopefully), to the first payment by plastic. Swipe a plastic card through a machine 

and/or punch in 4 digits and you may walk out of my store with my goods in your hands. To 

present day (well, a few years ago really), where there exists digital currency which is mined on 

a computer by mathematical whizzes solving puzzles for coins. 

If one thing is for sure now, it is that cryptocurrencies are deemed property. See the case AA v. 

Persons Unknown and Others, Re Bitcoin1 of the English High Court, which dealt with bitcoins 

in particular.  Not that we needed the case law to confirm that reality. However, as lawyers, we 

love having case law as authority on an issue.  It is our life line. Perhaps, I exaggerate a little, but 

you get the point.  

In any event, people have been using bitcoins (a type of cryptocurrency) to purchase goods and 

therefore use it as currency, albeit fiat currency (i.e.- not backed by any central bank). 

Many financial advisors or planners have advised on having a diversified portfolio which 

includes having some cryptocurrencies (for those who have the risk appetite). This naturally 

leads to estate planning, especially as we started off accepting that death and taxes are certainties 

in life, albeit not ones that we dream about.  Like insurance, it is best practice to have a will so 

that your loved ones may have access to the assets that you leave behind. 

Having accepted that cryptocurrency is an asset, considering it is digital and not the tangible type 

of assets that we are used to, such as a house, car or bank account held at a physical bank that 

you can walk into. How would your loved ones know about its existence, if you do not tell them 

about it? How can they access it, especially if your loved one in not tech-savvy or does not have 

a clue about digital currencies, much less “mining” something other than … coal? Also, you 

must safeguard your digital wallets and access codes. Otherwise, these can be stolen and all the 

“money” or coins in them, while you sleep. 

Some companies are recently offering retrieval of currencies and funds services where the owner 

is issued a special number or card and gives it to beneficiaries, who upon providing a death 

certificate and said special card, may retrieve the deceased’s cryptocurrencies. 

 
1 [2019] EWHC 3556 (Comm). 



 
However, companies may fold and while that is a good service, nothing beats the surety of a 

good, properly drafted will.  The important legal work in drafting such a will is to ensure that the 

cryptocurrencies are properly identified, so as to not fall in the residuary estate of the deceased, 

and also to be able to assist beneficiaries to find them at the right time, while ensuring that key 

private information will not fall in the wrong hands. 

We have advised on and created wills for clients with cryptocurrency assets and can do the same 

for you. 

Do not leave your hard earned coins to roll around in cyberland and not be accessed or used by 

those whom you care about most. 

For more information contact us at bvi@sinclairsoffshore.com or Adenike Sicard, Partner at 

Sinclairs(BVI) as adenike.sicard@sinclairsoffshore.com .  
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